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Summary
In this master's thesis, we rst analyze existing parallel algorithms for the problem of collision detection in
virtual reality applications, as well as larger scale parallel algorithms taken from the particle simulation
research eld.

Based on the properties we noticed to favour high scalability in these algorithms, we

propose a novel approach to parallel collision detection.
In order to allow the execution of interactive applications on systems made of tens of processors with
an ecient solution, our parallel collision detection framework is designed to be decentralized and to
exploit all available computing resources.
More precisely, we improve the potential for scalability of virtual simulations primarily by loosening
the synchronism constraints between processing units, moving from the current synchronize after each
detection and constraint solving round scheme to several autonomous worlds that process a part of the
application's simulation space at their own rhythm and synchronize with each other when an object moves
from one to another. Our second contribution is a new rollback algorithm for speculative computing,
that allows partial saving of the anticipated computations that get invalidated because of synchronization
mechanisms.
Both of these proposals are making use of a spatial subdivision uniform grid. Each processing unit
is assigned a territory made of contiguous cells from this grid, and simulates the objects within this
territory. The rollback algorithm makes use of the grid by integrating rollbacks cell by cell, thus saving
some independant computations whenever not all cells are interconnected as a result of objects coexisting
in adjacent cells.
Processing units can work autonomously, using their own local clock and communicating exclusively
with their direct neighbors in the grid, and making the results of their computations available via a
circular buer. This buer is read by a rendering thread that allows users to visualize with the simulation.
User input is also taken into account in the model, permitting the execution of interactive applications.
We also introduce theoretical leads for load balancing in our new framework, for continuous and
discrete algorithms. The proposed load balancing mechanism is distributed and does not involve global
communication, in order not to hinder the scalability of the framework. It is based on the exchange of
spatial subdivision grid cells that compose the area managed by each processing unit.

INVALID: Finally, we discuss preliminary experimentations performed with our implementation of the framework, despite the implementation not being complete enough to
allow deterministic simulations yet.
directions for future work.

We also discuss limitations of our framework and
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Collision detection is a fundamental component of applications such as computer animation, e-learning

applications, video games, and all kinds of virtual reality systems. It consists of determining if, where
and when two or more objects may collide in a 3D virtual environment [Eri05]. For instance, simulating
a ball that bounces over a surface requires knowing the exact moment and points of impact between the
ball and the surface, as well as the trajectory and speed of the ball for the computation of a collision
response. The interest in performing such a task can range from basic physics response in interactive
applications and video games to accuracy critical applications such as building resistance checking or car
crashing simulations.
Despite considerable research eort, collision detection remains a bottleneck for the performance
of virtual environment simulations. Indeed, present-day applications include hundreds to thousands of
objects of ever-increasing topological complexity. Handling all potential collisions between them in a
timely fashion is one of the main challenges to overcome, as algorithms likewise grow in complexity.
Consequently, collision detection has been organized as a pipeline [Hub95] for over 15 years, from simple
lters that determine which objects are potentially colliding, to expensive and precise tests that allow
the computation of an accurate response to these collisions. Such an architecture has become quickly
mandatory to enable interactive simulations.
Notwithstanding the pipeline architecture and advances in geometry processing algorithms, current
progress in processing unit design does not suce to retain interactive performance with sequential
collision detection frameworks, as Moore's Law is not veried anymore for single-core processors. Collision
detection research has thus focused onto parallelism in the past few years, bringing about algorithms
based on parallel bounding volume traversal tree (BVTT) traversal [TPB08, TMT09], parallel broadphase algorithms [LHLK10, AGA11, TLW11], or task scheduling solutions [HRF09]. GPUs are also used
by state of the art software, either on their own [LMM10, AGA12], or combined with CPUs [KHH+ 09,
HRF+ 10, PKS10].
On one hand, poor scalability in parallel algorithms arise from overly strong synchronization constraints, and from the diculty of eciently extracting work that can be performed in parallel from
sequential algorithms. On the other hand, it is expected that computer architectures with up to tens of
CPUs become popular in the future, especially in virtual reality centers. In this thesis, we will present
a parallel detection collision framework that is thought to be scalable on such architectures.
The SODA framework is intended for interactive use, which implies GPUs being sollicited for high
framerate rendering. In SODA, processors independently process a subset of the simulation space, and
synchronize locally when a simulated object moves from a processor's area to another. All processors
anticipate computations and save object positions to a buer then read by the rendering thread, which
is the second case of synchronization in SODA CD. We will also explain how to manage synchronization
and how one can use a spatial subdivision grid to setup the subsets simulated by each core, limit the
framework overhead and perform load balancing.
In Chapter 2, we will rst describe collision detection environments and algorithms, focusing on
4

parallel solutions and canvassing existing structures for spatial subdivision. We will also introduce related
work in particle physics simulations.

Chapter 3 will describe our novel collision detection framework,

its synchronization mechanisms and possible methods for load balancing.

Then, we will present our

implementation and describe the experiments that will be performed to validate the model in Chapter 4,
before concluding in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art
In this chapter, we will rst present the main characteristics of collision detection tasks, before elaborating
on the existing algorithms and their properties. A particular focus will be made on existing parallel
algorithms, and on the use of spatial subdivisions in collision detection. Finally, two algorithms from the
eld of particle physics simulation will be described.
2.1

Properties of Collision Detection Environments

The family of collision detection algorithms seeks to provide computational methods for checking whether
3D representations of objects in a simulated environment are in contact. As simulations can contain
multiple objects in motion, collisions must be detected between all pairs of said objects.

Environments Properties

Many other aspects of the simulated applications have an impact over
the choice of available algorithms, such as performance requirements or types of simulated objects. For
instance,
applications require the scene to be rendered at frequencies that give the illusion of
awless motion. This means that one pass of the collision detection algorithm should never last more
than a few tens of milliseconds, regardless of computational peaks that may occur. Reaching interactive
performance generally implies either to limit the quality of the 3D models, or to run the simulation on
a bigger system. In contrast, in
the time taken by collision detection is not critical.

interactive

oine simulations

When a single object is moving and has to be checked against a static environment, one speaks of

2-body collision detection. Conversely, n-body algorithms manage higher amounts of objects in motion,
either by performing pairwise collision checks, or by exploiting spatial consistency (for instance, sorting
coordinates of objects on an axis, and avoiding checks between objects that both don't collide with one
in between them on this axis). In the same way, temporal coherence consists of reusing in an algorithm

data from the previous call as it is likely to be still valid.

Some kinds of objects - especially clothes and uids - can change shape over time, tear apart or
merge when colliding: they are
, which causes two problems: they may start colliding with
other objects because of their deformations, and even collide with themselves. For instance, a piece of
cloth that is folding on a surface will have multiple self-contact points, all of which need be handled. In
comparison,
do not require their surface to be checked for deformations. One may refer to
Teschner et al. [TKH+ 05] for a survey of collision detection algorithms adapted to deformable models.

deformable

rigid bodies

Finally, some algorithms compute collisions at a frequency coupled with that of the 3D rendering
engine. They are called
, and on each pass, they compute the interpenetration between
objects that have collided and apply an appropriate force to each object to correct it. On the other
hand,
will detect the next time of impact between all objects, and need not be
called again before the impacts do occur. Mirtich and Canny [MC95]'s paper is a good introduction to
continuous collision detection.

discrete algorithms
continuous algorithms
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There are dierent possible representations for a 3D model,
each of which is suitable for given algorithms. Figure 2.1 shows the four possible representations for
3D models are polygonal models, constructive solid geometry ones, parametric functions and implicit
functions. Polygonal models are used in the vast majority of algorithms, as they are simple to understand
and easy to process. There are three families of polygonal models: unstructured, convex, and non-convex.
Convex polyhedra are the models for which the more algorithms are available. Lin and Gottschalk [LG98]
will provide the curious reader with a comprehensive list of 3D models and approaches to collision
detection.
Representation of 3D Object Models

Figure 2.1: The dierent kinds of 3D model representations of objects (from left to right: polygonal
models, CSG models, implicit functions, NURBS) [Avr11].

2.2

Collision Detection Algorithms

In order to improve performance, Hubbard [Hub95] proposed to organize algorithms in a pipeline, with
increasing accuracy and complexity at each stage. Algorithms can generally be classied according to
their position in the pipeline: the broad phase stage identies pairs of objects that could potentially
collide at a very low cost ; the narrow phase one nds the areas where contacts may occur on two objects
from the broad phase with more complex techniques ; nally, exact algorithms compute the contact
information for all pairs of actually colliding objects.
In this Section, exact collision detection algorithms will not be discussed. Instead, our attention
will focus on some of the most widely used broad-phase and narrow-phase algorithms, that are building
blocks of more complex solutions presented in the next Sections. A comprehensive review on all existing
algorithms may be found in Avril's PhD thesis [Avr11], and many excellent surveys are available: Kockara
et al.'s [KHI+ 07] focused mostly on narrow-phase algorithms, while Lin and Gottschalk [LG98] focus on
exact methods.
2.2.1

Broad-Phase Algorithms

The broad-phase stage, sometimes called proximity search, uses approximate representations of models
to nd out which pairs cannot collide, and to prune them from the list of pairs to be investigated by the
next stage. Broad-phase algorithms are truly ecient provided that they are orders of magnitude faster
than exact ones, and that they return a reasonable amount of false positives. An obvious approach to
broad-phase is called all-pair tests and consists of performing pairwise checks on rough approximations of
the actual objects, such as axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) [Ber97]. Other families are topological
approaches, cinematic approaches and spatial subdivision [KHI+ 07, Avr11].
Also called Sort and Sweep, this popular algorithm consists of sorting the
coordinates of objects among axes, and retaining only those whose coordinates overlap. In a rst time,
the algorithm updates a bounding volume (usually an AABB) for each object. Then, it projects the
coordinates of every bounding volume on each axis, and sorts these coordinates into a list. Whenever the
range between two bounding volumes' extremities overlaps on every axis, the pair is labeled as possibly
colliding.

Sweep and Prune (SaP)
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Many improvements of SaP exist: with I-Collide [CLMP95], Cohen et al. improved SaP to exploit
temporal coherence, by using a matrix representing overlaps, and sorting each moving object locally in
the matrix instead of starting over at each time frame. It performs well particularly when few objects
are in motion. Tracy et al. [TBW09] further improved it for large-scale environments, by combining it
with spatial subdivision (see Subsection 2.2.1). The axis-sorted lists are segmented, so that insertion or
removal of an AABB only aects one segment of the list, making updates signicantly faster.
Indexing structures are height-balanced trees (such
as R-Trees [Gut85]) in which each node represents a rectangle of the scene and contains objects lying in
this rectangle. A drawback of such structures is that they require frequent updates, from a single leaf of
the tree to those at the root, in order to remain balanced. This makes them unpractical to manage in
parallel systems.
Indexing structures and spatial subdivision

Similar to indexing structures, spatial subdivisions are also based on spatial coherence: if two objects
are far from one another, they have no chance of colliding within a close future. By subdividing the space
into separate regions, objects may only collide with those within identical or close areas. possibly colliding
objects. Some methods are close in design to spatial databases and use some of the structures discussed
above, regardless of the information provided by the environment. Samet's book [Sam90] provides an
overview of spatial data structures. The simulated 3D scene is usually represented as a uniform or
heterogeneous grid [Ove92], quad-trees, octrees or k-d trees [KMSZ98] (see Figure 2.2). Binary Space
Partitioning is also a popular environment-dependant method for spatial subdivision, especially adapted
to static environments. Spatial subdivisions will be presented in depth in Section 2.4.

Figure 2.2: The main hierarchical structures used for spatial subdivision [Avr11].
The last family of approaches is based on the motion of objects to tell which
objects may collide. For instance, Van¥£ek [Van94] uses back-face culling to avoid checking some polygons
of objects that may collide: the faces of an object not directly facing another one cannot collide with it
and can be exempted from being checked. Another cinematic approach consists of foreseeing the moment
when collisions will occur using upper bounds on the velocity or distance of objects [CK86]. Finally,
Kim et al. [KGS97] modelled objects as spheres of a same subspace, with an event-driven algorithm that
detects collisions and subspaces changes (a common approach in molecular physics simulation).
Cinematic methods

2.2.2

Narrow-Phase Algorithms

The narrow-phase consists of determining, for all input pairs, whether they have a high likelihood of
colliding, and most often what are the possible points of contacts between the objects. Kockara et
al. [KHI+ 07] performed a survey of the main narrow-phase algorithms. In this Section, the four families
identied by Kockara et al. will be briey presented.
These methods directly exploit the geometric features of objects. Lin
and Canny [LC91] rst made use of polygonal model primitives by tracking the closest features of two
polyhedra rather than their closest points for distance calculation. This allowed exploiting temporal
Feature-based algorithms
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coherence better, as the closest features are less likely to change between successive time frames. Vclip [Mir98] is an improvement over Lin-Canny based on the idea that the closest points of two polyhedra
should be within the Voronoï regions of their closest features. It is more robust and also provides support
for non-convex polyhedra.
Simplex-based algorithms The GJK algorithm [GJK88] computes the Minkowski dierence between
the closest points of the polyhedra (using a simplex). If the dierence is null, the polyhedra collide. It
is at the origin of the simplex-based family of algorithms. A variety of GJK-based algorithms have been
proposed for collision detection [GF90, Ber99, Ber01].

Algorithms from the image-space family use the special computing capabilities of GPUs (e.g. ray tracing, depth peeling, etc. . . ) in order to identify colliding objects. Cinder [KP03]
is a famous algorithm exploiting ray tracing, that casts semi-innite rays from the viewport of the rendered scene, and counts the number of polygons that each ray passes through. Hermann et al. [HFR08]
cast rays directly from within objects and stop when the rays meet a surface. If it belongs to another object, then a collision has been detected. Other image-space based solutions include occlusion
queries [GRLM03] or Layered Depth Images.
Image-Space Methods

Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs) are a very commonly used
structure to represent objects in collision detection, by recursively partitioning them. They approximate
the geometry of objects with simpler shapes to speed up overlap tests, with a granularity that increases
as one digs through the hierarchy. A BVH is made of a root node coarsely representing the whole
object, child with nodes that bound a subset of that object. The leaves of a BVH usually bound a few
primitives only. The dierent shapes of BVH oer a trade-o between culling eciency and storage and
computation costs (see Figure 2.3). Teschner et al. [TKH+ 05] and Kockara et al. [KHI+ 07] wrote surveys
that present BVHs in more details.
Bounding Volume Hierarchies

Among the most commonly used volumes, from fastest to slowest, the following can be found:
[Hub96] are the simplest volume available, and are extremely lightweight. Axis-Aligned Bounding
Boxes (AABBs) [Ber97] are rectangles aligned on the axes of the environment (which makes them very
easy to manage). They provide better culling than spheres, at an acceptable cost. Similarly, Oriented
Bounding Boxes (OBBs) [Got00] are bounding rectangles, but they can be arbitrarily aligned, which
makes them require 15 elementary tests to check for overlapping, against 3 for AABBs. However, they
t objects more tightly.
Spheres

Figure 2.3: Right: examples of BVHs at dierent granularities using Spheres and OBBs [Got00].
BVH trees can be built in several dierent ways (top-down, bottom-up or by inserting volumes arbitrarily). Besides, R-Trees, BD-Trees [JP04] for deformable objects, octrees, and many other structures
can be used to store trees.
Once BVHs are constructed for two objects, collision detection can be performed by traversing them
top-down. Each time two nodes overlap, all their pairs of children nodes need to be tested against one
another, until the primitives of objects are reached (then, exact algorithms can be used upon these).
At each time frame, BVHs must be updated to reect the motion of objects, and then traversed again.
Another approach is to build a single tree for all objects, and check for collisions between nodes of the
same depth. Temporal and spatial coherence can be exploited in BVHs by the means of Generalised
9

Front Tracking [EL01]. Many other improvements exist, for fast-moving objects, critical-time detection,
etc.
2.3
2.3.1

Parallel Collision Detection
Collision Detection and Parallel Computing

Parallel systems have nowadays taken a noteworthy place in the world of collision detection algorithms.
Indeed, the evolution of sequential processors faces a technological limitation, as it is presently impossible
to manage the heat dissipation problems incurred by transistors smaller than those on current CPUs.
Consequently, multiple core processors are now an unavoidable target architecture for all virtual reality
applications with signicant computing needs. Besides, GPUs have turned in the past few years into
many-core processors with blocks of cores sharing global memory (allowing SIMD processing), opening
doors for massively parallel computing.
However, the performance gain induced by parallelism is not proportional to the number of processors
used. The overheads of data transfer between processors, synchronization required by the algorithm and
processor idling due to imperfect load balancing have to be taken into account. If not, adding more
processors to a system may not be cost-ecient at all, as the speedup ratio over a single core will
start to stagnate. Hence, the new trend in detection collision is to take into consideration processors'
architectures, focusing on combinations of CPUs and GPUs, to enable high parallelism with a lower
overhead. Oppositely, we will explore in Section 3 the possible performance improvements that can be
brought from focusing on loosening needs for synchronization, with the hope of better scalability on
generic architectures likely to emerge in a near future.

Figure 2.4: Multi-core CPUs share a global cache, while GPUs are organised in blocks of processors with
a local cache and high global memory transfer latencies.
There are several ways of achieving parallelism: message-passing architectures allow separate cores to
exchange messages and data in order to work together. For example, an hybrid CPU/GPU architecture
can be seen as message-passing since GPUs cannot read the CPU memory directly (and vice versa).
Shared-memory programming can be performed by several means. It is the natural model for multithreaded processes running on the same multi-core CPU or GPU block, and it can be achieved with
an abstraction layer such as OpenMP or Intel TBB, which are both software libraries for task parallel
programming (HMPP being an equivalent for GPGPU). Finally, data parallel programming can be
performed on multi-core processors or on Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) processors. It consists
of running an algorithm on independent blocks of data on available processors.
Collision detection tasks are not easily parallelized: the work load is irregular, both spatially (non
uniform distribution of objects in space), and temporally (many collisions may happen simultaneously),
let alone the strong framerate constraints. Parallel algorithms need to be scalable at least for a given
architecture, and ideally for any number of processing units, although both message-passing and distributed memories will account for limitations in scalability if algorithms are not built to be distributed:
no algorithm has to our knowledge shown close-to-optimal scalability for high numbers of cores and com10

plex objects, albeit providing excellent performance gains on current quad-core architectures coupled
with GPUs.
Static partitioning of data among available processors is thus not an appropriate approach to parallel
collision detection. Architectural particularities look promising in enabling better performance: sharedmemory architectures allow for fast exchange of data and are very adapted to job stealing approaches,
but not GPUs, for instance. However, these can perform complex tasks very quickly on a set of data, so
they are suited for ne-grained partitioned data.
In this Section, recent advances in parallelization of collision detection frameworks on CPU-based
architectures will be presented, along with the aspects of these frameworks that may hinder their potential
for scalability. We will introduce, but not insist on, GPU-based and hybrid algorithms in order to present
the concepts retained by researchers to educe parallelism on these architectures. Indeed, we did not retain
the use of GPUs in SODA CD, as explained in Section 3.1.
2.3.2

State of the Art Parallel Algorithms

Multi-Core Algorithms

Hermann et al. [HRF09] explored the construction of
a task dependency graph for the whole simulation pipeline rather than just collision handling, so as to
be able to parallelize it without having to synchronize between each stage because of data dependencies.
The graph is replayed among several time frames to limit the overhead of this approach, and dynamic
loops with conditional breaks are also supported. The approach shows close-to-optimal results in terms
of scalability for particle simulation, but about 4 fold speedup for 8 CPUs when simulating heterogeneous environments more representative of virtual reality applications. Hermann et al.'s approach shows
that consequent performance gains can be obtained by ensuring that synchronization occurs only when
necessary, but also demonstrates that scalability gains are bounded in non-anticipative solutions.
Task Dependency Graph and Scheduling

Many algorithms exist for
parallel depth-rst tree traversal. However, they may not be adapted to the dynamism of work load
between subtrees of a BVTT traversal task. Consequently, specic algorithms were developed for collision
detection. Thomaszewski et al. [TPB08] traverse a BVTT in the broad-phase stage of their collision
handling algorithm, and acknowledge the need for a dynamic task decomposition. Every couple of BVH
root nodes is tested and decomposed into subtasks each time an overlap is detected (one per pair of child
nodes). All but one of these subtasks are then pushed on a global stack. Authors then create new tasks
executed on new threads for each stacked pair of nodes. They use a programming model that manages
thread instantiation cleverly and forbid task decomposition when a task is considered too ne-grained
in order to avoid being penalized by the overhead of thread creation. By using temporal coherence to
estimate the number of children in the subtrees of a task's nodes, they can decide whether the task is
ne-grained enough. They achieve a speedup of about 3.5x on shared-memory systems with four cores,
but do not report speedup results on higher amounts of cores.
Multi-core Bounding Volume Traversal Tree (BVTT) traversal

Tang et al. [TMT09] also perform BVTT traversal, but incrementally, by building and updating the
front being traversed in parallel. The authors monitored the run-time of a sequential BVTT traversal
algorithm to determine that adjacent triangle pair checks did not need to be parallelized, so these are
kept out of the traversal tree using orphan sets and representative triangles [CTM08]. BVH updating is
based on a static task decomposition, as the cost of retting an internal node can be pre-processed. The
BVTT is then built in parallel using an cost estimation function for collision and self-collision queries.
This allows decomposing tasks nely enough to ensure a balanced load on each core. A limitation to the
authors' work is the high memory usage and front size, even though they reached a speedup between
4x and 6x on an octo-core CPU. Running Tang et al.'s algorithm on larger scale, possibly messagepassing based architectures might be counterproductive if the front cannot be represented as several
partial chunks distributed to the cores accountable for updating these parts. This seems unlikely to be
eciently scalable as BVTTs are hierarchical structures.
11

Tang et al. [TLW11] proposed to improve continuous collision detection
algorithms by adding two ltering phases adapted to SIMD CPUs (that can execute the same instructions
on multiple data at the same time). Their approach is based on the following theorem: any two volumes
that overlap in a 3D space will also overlap in a lower dimension space. Hence, any two primitives that
do not overlap in a 1D (resp. 2D) space can be ltered out (linear lter, resp. planar lter ). This
technique removes up to 99% of pairs of objects. Despite being very suitable for SIMD processors, and
having a speedup between 3 and 6 fold compared to k-DOP BVTT traversal, this approach may start
losing eciency on architectures with high quantities of more traditional cores.
Filters for SIMD Processors

General Purpose Computations on GPUs (GPGPU) for Collision Detection

GPUs are processors with a particular architecture. They are many-core SIMD processors where each
core is a block of physical threads sharing a local cache and currently capable of handling up to 64
data pieces at a time. They dispose of hardware mechanisms for task switching within a core when the
current one is blocked by a slow memory operation. Global cache access suers a high latency, and the
CPU to GPU bandwidth is limited. Besides, launching a kernel on a GPU core is costly. In order to
compensate for these limitations, GPUs are traditionally used for heavy parallel computing, with no
need for synchronisation between tasks and limited input data size.
Many algorithms are available on GPU architectures, including popular broad-phase methods [LG07],
algorithms for BVH or ray-tracing hierarchy construction, the image-space techniques presented in Subsection 2.2.2, etc. Most GPU algorithms have a sequential base, and GPU capabilities are used for faster
massively parallel processing of some parts of the pipeline. For instance, gProximity [LMM10] is an algorithm where BVH traversal is performed on OBB and RSS bounding volumes, that are more complex
than traditionally used AABBs but also much tigher-tting. It is a good illustration of the interest of
using available computing resources to their fullest.
In the same fashion, Avril [Avr11] massively parallelizes AABB BVH overlap tests as a broad-phase
stage, with optimized AABB CPU to GPU transfers. This method is more ecient than CPU-based
ones for up to 3000 simulated objects, and uniform spatial subdivision (see Section 2.4.1) is then used
to allow interactive performance for tens of thousands of objects, avoiding the combinatorial explosion
of this brute-force approach.
Besides, Liu et al. [LHLK10] built up on the idea of Tracy et al. [TBW09] to combine SaP and spatial
subdivision, in order to reduce the complexity of the swapping operation. They acknowledged the main
problems of parallel SaP: high memory transfers due to the size of the sorted lists, low arithmetic intensity
for the sweep part. These are addressed with spatial subdivision. The sorting of lists is done using a
radix sort, and the algorithm is improved by using PCA to nd the sweep direction that maximizes the
variance of object coordinates on the selected direction, which further improves performance three fold
over using an arbitrary axis.
Finally, Tang et al [TMLT11] proposed to consider GPUs as stream processors, and this for each step
of the collision detection pipeline. The idea is to provide better culling by parallelising every step of the
pipeline rather than just one as is usually done. Computation kernels for each stage of the pipeline can
easily process the input streams in parallel, and streams can be compacted using one of many available
algorithms. They then implement a BVTT traversal with deferred front tracking to reduce the storage
size of the front. Making it possible for one GPU to process the next stage of the pipeline before all others
managed their work load is vital in providing good scalability, by getting rid of a costly synchronization
barrier between stages.
Hybrid Solutions

There exist relatively few solutions combining CPUs and GPUs in the literature, which can be explained
by the young age of GPGPU. Some of them assign tasks to PUs based on their anity, while others
specialize each PU and make them work collaboratively. These algorithms usually reach higher scalability
since they reduce the processor idling phenomenom by exploiting all kinds of available work units. They
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are, along with those presented in Section 2.5, the state of the art of collision detection.

Kim et al. [KHH+ 09] presented a hybrid method where CPUs specialize in BVH traversal and culling
and GPUs on elementary tests (cubic equation solving). Consequently, the main loop of the algorithm is
lock-free. BVH traversal is done using task units that are guaranteed to access dierent nodes, removing
the need for locks, and the work load is balanced by the means of dynamic task reassignment. Primitive
pairs to be tested are stored in a triangle index queue managed by a master thread that sends them in
batch to GPUs for computation, using a GPU task queue to monitor GPU usage (see Figure 2.5). When
there are more segments in the GTQ than GPUs, CPUs are used to help empty it.

The master thread seems to be the weak link of HPCCD with regard to scalability, but distributing it
over several physical threads is very likely a trivial engineering task. It is interesting to note that PCCD,
the CPU-only version of Kim et al.'s algorithm, reaches a 7.3 fold speedup on an octo-core system over a
single-core one, which is the highest speedup measurement report for 8 cores to the best of our knowledge.
Drawing from their experience, we want to investigate other approaches for less synchronized and more
independent simulations, as explained in Section 3.1.

Figure 2.5: The hybrid architecture of
GPUs [KHH+ 09].

HPCCD,

where a master thread schedules work on the

Hermann et al. [HRF+ 10] improved their previous CPU algorithm by combining GPUs and CPUs
and providing a second level of scheduling and improved load balance via a work stealing strategy taking
temporal and spatial locality into account (relying on the Owner Compute Rule and reusing of task
mapping over frames). Authors developed a Distributed Shared Memory mechanism to simplify memory
transfers in their programming model, implemented each task of their pipeline both for CPUs and GPUs,
and used a task scheduler to spread tasks among PUs, using task anity lists to improve the data locality
of work stealing. Besides, tasks are scheduled on the PU where they will run fastest (run-times being
collected for CPUs and GPUs during a warming phase ). A noteworthy aspect of this algorithm is the
apparition of cooperative speedups where the speedup of an hybrid system is larger than the sum of
speedups of the equivalent CPU and GPU systems.
In an opposite direction, Pabst et al. [PKS10] focused on developing a high parallel spatial subdivision
method, used as a broad-phase prior to GPU-optimized exact collision detection. Scalability is ensured
by the absence of communication between GPUs during the computationally intensive parts of the
algorithm. Spatial hashing (see Section 2.4) is used to partition the space into a grid, where each object
belongs to a single cell. Then, detection collision is only performed between objects within the same
and adjacent cells. It is thus possible to calculate the number of collision tests to run, to map each of
these tests to a GPU thread and to perform SIMD computing on GPUs to detect actual collisions. This
spatial hashing technique reduces the number of tests to perform by more than 95% both for discrete
and continuous collision detection. A master/slave approach is used for GPU computing, where some
parts of the pipeline are run on a master GPU, which distributes data to compute to slave GPUs for the
parallel parts. Although Pabst et al. use spatial subdivision to increase the scale of simulations their
algorithm manages, its master-slave architecture and synchronization mechanisms make it inherently not
scalability-friendly.
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2.4

Spatial Subdivision for Parallel Collision Detection

Spatial subdivision is the process of decomposing the space in which the simulation takes place into
subsets, and assigning every object or object primitive to the subset in which it lies. We have seen from
previous algorithms that it can play a crucial role both in load balancing of collision detection tasks,
but also in enabling larger scale use of algorithms, be it brute-force approaches. Spatial subdivision
algorithms can be classied based on the type of spatial data structure used and on the method that
maps objects to the chosen structure. There are two families of spatial subdivisions: those based on
hierarchical structures (such as those in Figure 2.2), and grids with cells of uniform sizes. The latter have
the particularity of being object-independent, which may turn in useful when manipulating deformable
objects, but may be suboptimal in simulations with a high object size variance. The main issues in
spatial subdivision for collision detection are update of hierarchical structures and optimal uniform grid
cell size [TKH+ 05].
The rst occurrence of spatial subdivision in physics simulation is for molecular dynamics simulations,
where Levinthal [Lev66] accelerated neighbourhood queries in spatial databases, using a uniform 3D grid.
Overmars [Ove92] proposed a hashing-based spatial data structure to store objects in disjoint set of boxes
adapted to their size. We will now review uses of spatial subdivision closer to our eld of research.
2.4.1

Uniform Spatial Subdivision

Turk [Tur89] used a uniform 3D grid to subdivide space in a molecular collision detection application.
Every cell of the grid contained pointers to any spheres partly or fully present in the cell, and molecules
were tested for collision on every other one lying within the same cells. In a similar fashion, Lawlor
and Kalé [LK02] map the bounding volumes of objects to a uniform grid of axis-aligned voxels. They
acknowledge the importance of not repeating collision checks for two large objects mapped into several
identical voxels. Voxel size is chosen so that most objects t within a voxel.

Teschner et al. [THM+ 03] modelled deformable objects with tetrahedral meshes, and used a spatial
hashing function to assign tetrahedrons to a 1D hash table depending on their coordinates. They also
map vertices of all objects to axis-aligned 3D cells, and map the cells to the same hash table. This is
an ecient way of avoiding duplicate work, since vertices will belong to a single cell, and tetrahedrons
will thus not be checked for collision against the same vertex twice, even if present in several cells.
Authors also determined that the cell size is the parameter that most inuences performance. Liu et
al. [LHLK10] used spatial subdivision to partition objects before sorting lists in SaP, cutting the space in
planes parallel to the direction found using PCA (see Subsection 2.3.2). Within obtained cells, authors
perform a second 2D spatial subdivision to further improve SaP performance.
Le Grand [LG07] presented a parallel GPU implementation for spatial subdivision using CUDA. Le
Grand calls home cells those where the centroid of bounding volumes lie, and phantom cells the other
ones. By setting the cell size to be at least twice the radius of the largest object, he avoids collision
checks between two objects lying in the same phantom cell. This allows signicantly reducing inter-cell
collision checks.
2.4.2

Hierarchical Approaches

Band and Thalmann [BT95] presented a model combining a uniform 3D grid and an octree. The grid
is made of 24 voxels per axis (said to be level 4 ), and objects are placed inside it using a process called
digitisation. Whenever a voxel contains several object faces, these are digitized to the next level grid
(thus dividing the voxel into 8 subcells). This step is repeated until every voxel contains only one face,
or until a user-set threshold is reached (in which case an elementary test between faces is performed).
Mirtich [Mir97] built up on Overmars' works, by creating a hierarchy of cells of various sizes, linked
to a spatial hashing function. Objects are mapped to the cell with an identical hash bucket that best
ts their size. A 1D example is given in Figure 2.6. An object A must be checked for collisions against
all objects within cells of lower or equal resolution than the one containing it. Processing cells with a
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higher resolution is unnecessary since any objects within these will apply the same procedure. Mirtich
then proposes storing the object also in lower resolution cells matching its hash bucket, and maintaining
a list of pairs of close objects on which to perform collision detection. Reinhard et al. [RSH00] use a
hierarchical octree in which objects also belong to a single cell. They determine the most appropriate
resolution by dividing the length of the grid's diagonal by the one of the object's diagonal.

Figure 2.6: A 1D example of a hierarchical spatial hash table. The 1D objects are labelled A to F .
Objects are stored in the hash table at the resolution that best ts their size. The shaded cells are those
containing objects close to E [Mir97].
Melax [Mel00] developed a BSP tree traversal method for static environments and with few moving
objects. The BSP tree leaf nodes are convex cells that are solid if they overlap with an object of the
static environment, or empty otherwise. Each tree node contains a plane to determine in which subtree
a given object is located. Thus, collision detection consists of traversing the tree with the moving object,
and of checking whether it reaches a solid node. This form of spatial subdivision consists of directing
moving objects towards the area where they lie, in order to eliminate the need for collision checks with
the whole environment.
2.5

Related Work in Particle Simulation

Molecular physics simulations are dierent from traditional ones in the sense that the simulated objects
do not have a complex topology but can always be represented by points or spheres. This means that
both detection algorithms and collision response equations to solve are signicantly simpler. This fact
allowed molecular physics simulation researchers to design algorithms that run on systems that have
orders of magnitude more processors than in the collision detection research eld. Moreover, complex
objects have higher memory storage requirements, and their topology cannot easily be transferred onthe-y from a process to another if they don't share a memory from the start. This imposes an additional
limit on the scalability of collision detection algorithm.
In this Section, we will present two papers on molecular physics simulation that are similar to the
approach followed in SODA CD, and develop on the challenges that exist in utilizing such algorithms
for collision detection between objects of complex and heterogeneous topologies.

Parallelism using a Uniform Grid with Dynamic Load Balancing

Miller and Luding [ML04]
developed a system for parallel molecular dynamics situation that is event-driven and similar in design
to SODA CD. Event-driven algorithms sort future events in a priority queue that allows knowing which
event is the next to be processed, in the form of a heap tree. A uniform grid is used to distribute the
work load among processes, which are all assigned an area of contiguous cells. Authors redistribute cells
between processes as a means of load balancing.
Processes have their own local clock, and when an interaction occurs with a neighbor process, the
state of particles in the current process is rolled back to that of the time given by the neighbor process'
clock, if earlier. The authors acknowledge the fact that this rollback algorithm is not innitely scalable,
however, and that if a simulation contains a chain of particles crossing over all areas, then this simulation
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would run sequentially. We will propose in SODA CD a solution to partially limit the eects of a high
amount of interactions between neighbor processes.
As we earlier stated, objects in molecular physics simulations are located by a position and do not have
any particular topology. In our case, a single object can be made of tens of thousands of polygons, and
collision checks between two such objects involve many more computations than the solving of a single
equation. Consequently, the load balancing metrics used by Miller and Luding (the number of particles
per area) is not sucient for use in traditional collision detection frameworks. Other mechanisms for
load balancing have to be developed.

Distributed Simulation and Optimistic Computing

Li et al. [LJS+ 07] proposed to use speculative
computation on a parallel event-driven particle collision system. Particles have a local event priority
queue, and space is divided into blocks of cells. Each block keeps its own event queue made of the root
events of local queues of the particles it contains. A global scheduler thread then keeps the root event of
all block queues, and is used to let every process know up until when it can compute events in its block
before risking a violation of causal order.
Besides, Li et al. propose to use speculative computing: each block has an additional speculative
computing thread that keeps computing future particle states in order to avoid processor idling. When
the global event queue does not contain any event prior to the currently speculated state of a particle,
this state can be directly adopted as the current particle state. An algorithm determines how much
further should speculative threads be allowed to go. This solution is preferred to storing particle states
after each computation, although such a choice would not be available with discrete collision detection
algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Scalable, Distributed and Anticipative
Collision Detection

In this chapter, our contribution is presented, starting in Section 3.1 from the hypotheses that we retained
and that inuenced our design choices, followed by the details of the implementation in Section 3.2.
Finally, Section 3.3 presents possible means for load balancing in our model.
3.1

Positioning

The high computational irregulary in time and space of typical applications using collision detection, and
the strong framerate constraints of such applications make customized algorithms preferrable to readyto-use code parallelization or distribution solutions (as seen in the direction taken by recent research).
As seen above, the most performant CPU-based algorithms are not yet fully scalable, and the best results
(up to 7.3 [KHeY08] speedup over a single core) suggest that synchronization must be trimmed down
to the strict necessary to further improve scalability. In fact, we could only nd two pieces of research
presenting scalability results for 12 to 16 core computers [TMT09, HRF09].
Asanovic et al. [ABC+ 06] advise researchers to design systems that scale well on any number of
cores. We do not expect that algorithms properly scaling on current and on thousand-core computers be
identically designed, however, considering the specic constraints of collision detection that we described
before. This can already be observed between GPUs that are vector processors in need of ne-grained
task decomposition to can process data in parallel, and CPUs that allow more exible workows.
We make the assumption that future architectures for virtual reality systems will need to use larger
scale computing systems in order to keep up with growing application needs. We also acknowledge
that many applications require very fast communication between computing units, so that the rendering
framerate of these applications can be kept high enough for human interaction. These two constraints
lead us to expect that ecient collision detection frameworks will be needed on architectures with tens
of central processing units in a near future. Hence, the framework we present is designed to maintain a
decent scalability on such computers.
We also want our framework to be independent from GPUs, because they may be considerably
sollicited for rendering in some typical virtual reality applications, again with the constraint of interactive
framerates. Besides, the General-Purpose computation on GPUs programming model requires a master
CPU per GPU, which incurs synchronisation for access to the GPU resource. Finally, the architecture of
GPUs makes them ecient only for massively parallel computing of data that holds in restricted memory
with high CPU GPU transfer latencies. Consequently, we suspect that GPUs may be a hindrance for
scalability on architectures with many more CPUs than GPUs. We want to leave inclusion of GPUs
to further research, possibly after more exible programming models are available for general purpose
computation on GPUs.

$
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Besides, we noticed that several algorithms were not capable of making full use of the available
computing resources, having some processing units idling while others were nishing their computations.
Even though we are not in a position to quantify such a loss, the molecular physics community addressed
it by the means of speculative computing [ML04, LJS+ 07], which seems to be an interesting lead to follow.
Hence, we chose SODA CD to be designed in a way that inherently permitted anticipative computations,
while proposing clever solutions to the problem of necessary rollbacks described by Miller and Luding.
3.2

The SODA CD Framework

In this Section, we present SODA CD, a collision detection framework that is distributed among independant processors, that performs anticipative computation, and that is designed with high scalability
in mind.
Unlike in previous works where a synchronization bareer is kept between each iteration of the collision
detection pipeline, we propose a framework where each core is responsible for simulating a subset (referred
to as a world ) of the entire simulation, dened by a set of adjacent cells in a spatial subdivision grid
(named territory ), and who communicates exclusively with cores that manage territories adjacent to his
own one (called neighbors, while the planes between distinct territories are called borders ). In order to
avoid processor idling - that occurs as a consequence to imperfect load balance between the dierent
cores, each world precomputes the next simulation steps of its territory and saves them to a buer.
We propose new synchronization constraints that suce to guarantee determinism of the simulation
in this model: one of them is linked to the arrival of an object in a territory (either through user input
or from a neighbor territory), and the other relates to updating object positions in a 3D engine used
for rendering. Synchronization is always performed at the oldest time step of the involved processing
units, and all the precomputed time steps that follow are invalidated, until the changes involved by the
synchronization are progressively propagated into these future time steps, using the spatial subdivision
grid.
The framework is independant of the narrow-phase and exact collision detection algorithms used,
while the broad-phase algorithm should make use of the spatial subdivision grid for better eciency.
In this rst version of the framework, we only consider architectures where all cores share a unied
memory, in which case no cache synchronization mechanisms have to be considered for object positions
and transformations (especially for deformable models).
We will rst explain territory management, and continue with a description of the worlds, and of
input/output in SODA CD. Then, we will cover the initialization of a simulation in our framework.
Finally, theoretical methods for load balancing are proposed, as well as some properties that must be
held in order to maintain proper balance and stability of the framework.
3.2.1

Territories and Borders

From Spatial Subdivision to Territories
We dene in our framework a spatial subdivision uniform grid. Uniform grids are interesting in that
they oer the following properties:
 since uniform grid cells have the same dimensions, they can be described with only a set of 3

coordinates and an owner world identier. This makes it practical for exchanging cell information
between worlds (during synchronization or load balancing for instance).

 unlike regular trees, uniform grids do not require any topology update (which would be particularly

costly with non-uniform dynamic spatial subdivisions, as updating them may involve communication between all processing units if the root node's children are modied by the update).
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 updating the position of any given object can be done by the world managing it without global

knowledge of the simulation space distribution.

Worlds are responsible of a territory made of adjacent spatial subdivision cells, in order to exploit
spatial consistency to reduce the task scheduling overhead of current parallel spatial subdivision solutions.
Indeed, most objects transiting from a cell to another will stay within the same territory, which means
the object location update involves only the core that manages this territory. The overall overhead of
this parallel solution will be lower than the one of concurrent work provided that the world to world
synchronization and load balancing overheads are kept minimal (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3). Besides,
each world only needs a memory representation of the subset of the grid that they own, with a margin
of one cell that will allow them to know which neighbors they have. This is important for scalability as
it allows very large scale simulations where the whole scene and objects could not be kept within the
memory of a single computer (as long as all dierent 3D meshes of simulated objects are available to
all computers for rendering). Territories are not necessarily rectangle-shaped as cells can be exchanged
between worlds as a load balancing mechanism. Hence, in each world's local grid, cells are marked with
a unique world identier, so that each world knows which cells it actually manages.

Optimal Cell Dimensions

Dierent criterias can be used and combined to choose the dimensions
of each cell, although there is no optimal solution to this problem [LG07]. SODA CD is not sensitive
to the method used to choose cell dimensions, although our implementation works in the following way:
cells cannot be smaller than the dimensions of the biggest object in the simulation. This ensures that
objects can only collide with those located in their own or in directly adjacent cells [PKS10]. Another
possible constraint for minimal cell dimensions is to ensure a minimal density of n objects per cell. n may
be simulation-dependant, and an implementation could allow tuning of this parameter, or even oine
parameter optimization. The gains of including density criteria for cell size will be studied in future
work.

Use of hierarchical grids

In order to maintain eciency of the grid in presence of very large objects,
one can setup a hierarchical grid [Mir97], using the following function to determine its depth: depth =
blog2 (biggest to smallest object size ratio)c + 1. This would guarantee that the number of dierent
resolutions is kept low, and hierarchical grids are necessary to be able to eciently run simulations with
a high disparity in object sizes. However, the use of hierarchical grids signicantly complexies the
implementation of border collisions and synchronization mechanisms presented thereafter, and was thus
left for further work.

Figure 3.1: On the left, objects from non-adjacent cells cannot collide because of the minimal size
constraint on cells. On the right, objects from adjacent cells collide, even though the point of contact is
located in neither cell.
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Figure 3.2: An object from the blue world crosses the border towards the orange world, causing the need
for synchronization between both.
Border Traversal Detection

Collisions may occur between two objects located within adjacent cells, each at a side of the border of
their respective worlds. If these collisions are left unmanaged, then some contact responses will not be
applied, and the simulation will no longer be deterministic. However, worlds would need to be constantly
synchronized if we cannot tell whether objects located at borders overlap with cells from another world
or not, thus preventing anticipated simulation. For this reason, we only synchronize between two worlds
if one object from a border cell of these worlds overlaps with the border.
Hence, borders between two territories are represented by static physics objects and normal detection
collision is used to detect border traversals, although no collision response is applied with territory border
objects. The synchronization mechanism is explained in Section 3.2.2.
Cost of the Detection: The worst possible setup for our framework is when territories are made
of a single cell. In such a case, every object will have to be tested for collision with the 6 borders of its
containing cell. In the worst case, all objects will collide with 3 of these borders (i.e. they will lie in the
corner of their cell), which means that they will overlap in up to 7 cells belonging to distinct worlds,
which brings up to 9 more borders with which they may be colliding (in total, 8 worlds will have to
synchronize for each object, and if enough worlds contain an object, then the whole simulation will be
synchronous and without anticipation). The sum of additional collision checks to perform is thus 15 per
object, which remains of linear complexity in number of simulated objects.

Nevertheless, we argue that in practice such a situation is unlikely to arise, and that specic algorithms
can be used for collision checks between territory borders and real objects (such as axis-aligned-boundingbox (AABB) vs. plane overlap, followed by vertice-face, edge-face or face-face exact detection algorithms),
and that the cost of border traversal detection is likely to be low enough for practical eciency.
Besides, consider the example of perfectly square territories made of 3x3x3 cells: the average number
of borders per cell would be 0:5, which means that on average each object would have to perform 0:5
border detection checks rather than 6 to begin with.
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3.2.2

Autonomous Worlds

Independent Physics Engines and Transform Buers
Worlds in SODA CD are physics engines that run on a single core (Bullet engines in our implementation).
They are responsible for detecting and processing collisions of a subset of the simulation being run. Each
engine uses its own local clock and performs simulation steps independently from others. The results
of a simulation step are made available to other threads as a list of transforms (i.e. the movement and
rotation to apply to an object) and records of linear and angular velocy for each object simulated in the
world's territory, associated to a timestamp (the value of the world's local clock once the simulation step
was over). The lists are saved to a circular buer, which can then be read to retrieve the positions of
objects at each step.
The use of a circular transform buer oers a trade-o between the desired robustness of the application and the memory size needed to store the buers. Indeed, a large buer enables the precomputation
of a longer time span, which can help absorb the performance impact of a computational peak due to
many simultaneous collisions, but the size of the buer must be bounded depending on the amount of
memory available on the system where SODA CD runs. Besides, the most important the anticipation
is, the most likely it is to be invalidated by further synchronizations, up until a point where anticipative
computation is pointless [ML04].
A rendering thread may read entries from the buer in order to enable user feedback, as explained
in Section 3.2.3. An entry will be removed from a buer by the reading thread provided that it read
another entry that is further in time.

Synchronization With Neighbors
Determinism is guaranteed in traditional parallel collision detection frameworks by making sure that all
collision responses that occured before a time step t have been applied prior to detecting collisions at
time step t + 1 (i.e. by forbidding anticipation). We need to redene this postulate in our application if
we want all world simulations to run at their own pace.
Consequently, we must detect the penetration of a foreign object within each world's territory. Such an
object will be associated with a timestamp indicating at which moment it starts to exist in the penetrated
territory. From this timestamp, it must be included in all collision detections within the world. A rst
problem may arise from this: an object may be integrated within a world at a time preceding the one
of the world's local clock, thus invalidating all circular transform buer entries between the object's
timestamp and the world's current clock value. We present in Section 3.2.2 a rollback algorithm to
manage this problem.
In any case, objects that move from a world to another will coexist in both these worlds for some time.
They may thus undergo collisions in both worlds at the same time, which means the collision response
phase of these worlds' collision detection pipelines must be synchronized. It is acceptable that collision
detection itself is not synchronized, since the detection algorithm will produce sets of inter-connected
objects (called simulation islands in the physics engine our implementation uses) for which a collision
response must be computed, on both worlds.
The collision response is then computed for each of these islands. A synchronized physics engine
simulation step function thus only needs to merge simulation islands of synchronized worlds, schedule
the response computation for each island on one of the involved worlds, and then share the results to all
worlds so that they can update their local view of the objects.
Algorithm 1 presents our novel, synchronization-enabled, Bullet collision detection and response
pipeline in pseudo-code. It detects border collisions and synchronizes with corresponding worlds, and
also reads from a synchronization queue the queries made by other worlds for synchronization at a given
time step. This queue contains the border collisions that trigerred the query, as well as the identity of
all involved worlds for these collisions.
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When a notication is received, the notied world will add the attached information to its synchronization queue, and it will restart the current simulation step if it matches the one of the notication.
If the timestamp of the notication corresponds to a past simulation step, the Rollback and Propagate
algorithm is used.

Algorithm 1: The new Collision Detection pipeline with synchronization on object border crossing. Collision detection is performed between objects and borders, and in case of collisions, the
involved neighbors are identied and synchronized with. Synchronization also occurs with worlds
that notied the need for synchronization due to border collisions in their own territory. Next,
simulation islands are locally computed, and then merged and distributed among involved worlds
for constraint solving. Once the constraints are solved, worlds exchange the position and speed of
all border-crossing objects.
Input: T imeStep t
Variables:
List of ContactInfo borderCols;
List of Worlds neighbors;
List of SimulationIslands islands;
boolean syncNeeded = ?
Code:
interObjectCollisionDetection();
borderCols = borderCollisionDetection();
if borderCols not empty then
neighbors = ndAndNotifyNeighbors(borderCols);
syncNeeded = >;
end
if syncQueue contains entry for t then
borderCols = borderCols [ syncQueue.getBorderCollisions(t);
neighbors = neighbors [ syncQueue.getWorldsToSyncWith(t);
syncNeeded = >;
end
if syncNeeded then
waitForNeighbors(neighbors, t);
foreach World n 2 neighbors do
exchangeBorderCollisions(n, borderCols, t);
end
foreach ContactInfo info 2 borderCols do
detectCollisionsAround(info.getObject());
end
islands = calculateSimulationIslands();
mergeAndScheduleIslands(neighbors, islands, t);
foreach island i 2 islands do
if i managed by this world then
solveIslandConstraints(i);
end
end
synchronizeSolvedIslands(neighbors, t);
solveConstraints();
else
calculateSimulationIslands();
solveConstraints();
end
A world that is very ahead of others may remain stuck in the waitForNeighbors(...) function waiting
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for the slowest world (the one with no anticipation), should it be its neighbor. In fact, in future versions
of the framework, a world waiting for neighbors would use its processing time to compute better load
balancing between it and its neighbors, and would then take over some of its neighbors' territory as
explained in Section 3.3. The Rollback and Propagate algorithm presented in Section 3.2.2 will be used
to compute the simulation in the ahead world's new cells up until where it needed to synchronize.
The worst case of synchronization is a simulation where all objects are constantly in contact with
each other, in which case all worlds will be synchronizaed and thus anticipation unavailable. The SODA
CD framework would then be equivalent to a classical parallel spatial subdivision with a potentially
important synchronization overhead. We yet have to evaluate the exact cost of our framework in such
a situation, compared to existing spatial subdivision implementations such as Le Grand's [LG07]. Our
framework might still present an interest in the case of message-passing based implementations, however,
since the cost of sending messages to schedule all collision checks may be more important than the one
of scheduling only constraint solving on simulation islands.
Modifying Anticipated Entries

A direct consequence of synchronization between two worlds w1 and w2 is that the fastest of these two
worlds (the one whose local clock is most advanced) has to drop some of its anticipated computations
from its circular transform buer. In order to limit the incurred losses, we propose a method based on the
spatial subdivision grid to integrate modications that a world's objects undergo due to synchronization
into previously computed buer entries, called Rollback and Propagate (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: The Rollback and Propagate algorithm of a world object, in pseudo-code. The
algorithm is presented void of synchronization mechanisms for easier understanding. rollbackAt()
prevents other threads from reading the buer starting at the given time, while propagateChanges()
makes the entry readable again after modifying it.
Input: Stack of Objects L, TimeStep t
Variables:
List of Objects temp;
List of Objects nowColliding;
CircularTransformBuerEntry newEntry;
Code:
if LocalClock()  t then
m_Buer.rollbackAt(t);
while t < LocalClock() do
while L not empty do
Object o = L.pop();
List temp = detectCollisionsAround(o);
nowColliding = nowColliding \ temp;
end
resolveConstraints(nowColliding);
foreach Object o 2 nowColliding do
newEntry.insert(o.getPosition());
end
m_Buer.propagateChanges(t, newEntry);
L = nowColliding;
nowColliding = fg;
t = t+1;
end
end

The propagateChanges() function must not only update the transforms of an entry before making it
readable again. It should also, for each object changed in the entry, notify worlds that own surrounding
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cells whether that object overlaps with these cells, based on the result of the collision detection that
was just performed. Indeed, neighbors must be notied of new overlappings to rollback and integrate
the changes, but also of objects that do not overlap anymore, in order to avoid false positives in future
simulation steps.
Although it is hard to quantify the gains of the rollback integration algorithm over simply invalidating buer entries and running the collision detection pipeline again, one may expect performance
improvements for any simulation which has a low density or irregular distribution of objects.
3.2.3

Management of Input and Output

Rendering
High frequency rendering of the simulated scene is a requirement for interactive applications. This task
is performed by a 3D engine that keeps its own track of object positions and orientations. In normal
applications, the 3D engine and physics engine object information would be synchronized after each
physics simulation step.
In our case, there are several physics engines, each of which is allowed to be several seconds ahead
in the simulation. We setup a thread responsible for rendering, that manually reads the CircularTransformBuer of all physics engines to retrieve object positions prior to rendering one frame. This thread
works with a xed timer allowing a smooth framerate, and uses the closest in time step available in
CircularTransformBuers. If the simulation is extremely slow, then the same position information will
be used, but the interface will still allow user interaction at a high framerate.
As explained earlier, the rendering thread is in charge of removing entries from CircularTransformBuers once they are no longer needed (i.e. once the rendering thread has read the next entry in time
in the buer). In order to maintain the desired framerate, it is necessary to limit the time overhead of
this position updating step. If too many objects are being simulated for one thread alone to provide the
desired level of performance, CircularTransformBuer reading can be spread on several threads, provided
that the 3D engine is thread-safe.
The cost of reading positions from a buer and writing to the 3D engine's memory is linear in
number of objects, and does not suer from any computational outbursts like collision detection itself.
On message passing architectures where the size of the data transferred is critical, implementations can
use lesser precision coordinates so that each object position and orientation information ts in eight
integers, while on shared memory architectures, simple pointers to data can be exchanged. Besides,
performance issues at rendering level will be contained in the threads allocated for rendering and will
not impact the simulation itself, as data ows only from the physics worlds to the rendering threads.

Discrete vs. Continuous Algorithms for Circular Transform Buers Whether the physics

engine in use provides continuous or discrete detection algorithms has an important impact over the
management of the circular transform buer, and the best option is dependant on the system's hardware: a discrete algorithm will simulate at least 24 steps per second to provide interactive performance.
Consequently, it is important to limit the storage size of the transform and velocities of an object. One
possible solution is to limit the accuracy of the physics engine by storing position, orientation and velocities of objects on integers rather than on oats. Binary shift operations can be used to provide cheap
conversion from the physics engine API's expected values to those stored in the buers.
On the contrary, continuous algorithms simulate bigger time lengths per step. However, the rendering
thread will still need to have object transforms for as many dierent time stamps as would be available
with discrete algorithms. Linear interpolation between last known past and next known future transforms
can be used to solve this problem, at the cost of some processor time to compute the interpolation.
Nevertheless, the thread that performs rendering reads the buer at dierent moments than when it
may use GPU operations for actual rendering. Hence, linear interpolation might be implemented using
GPUs, although it is unclear to us whether the CPU to GPU transfer times would thwart the speed
gains from using GPU processors rather than a single CPU core.
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Figure 3.3: Global architecture of SODA CD. Worlds i, j and k's buers are read by Interface 1, and
the 3D Engine's thread reads object transforms from Interfaces 1 and 2.
In conclusion, discrete collision detection algorithms are a sound choice for architectures with large
amounts of memory, whereas continuous algorithms are more adapted to systems with high processing
power and low memory in SODA CD.
User input

Users may interact with an application by adding, removing, or modifying the trajectory of an object.
Either way, the modications that occurred will cause the invalidation of the anticipated computations
in a world, and the summoning of the Rollback and Propagate algorithm. It is not possible to avoid the
overhead of integrating user interactions in the anticipated computations, but it is still more ecient
than not anticipating at all.
3.2.4

Simulation Setup

A critical point in showing that SODA CD is viable is its ability to setup a virtual reality application's
simulation space, so that the algorithms discussed above can be used for this simulation. Creating a
simulation consists of setting up a basic static environment and loading the objects to be simulated.
The framework then automatically computes uniform grid parameters, runs a clustering algorithm on
the entities, and then starts creating the worlds and their local grids.
Clustering algorithm: The algorithm used should be able to produce equally weighted clusters (either unweighted with an equal size, in which case it can be used directly on object positions, or weighted,
with the weight being the number of objects per cell ; the latter solution has the advantage of rendering
unnecessary the following steps of cell owner assignment and empty cell assignment). Ideally, the clustering algorithm should be runnable in parallel. However, our SODA CD implementation currently only
ships a sequential equal-sized EKMeans algorithm.
Local grids: Each world owns its own grid that will contain all objects within its managed simulation
space, and that grid will retain minimal information about its neighbors, in order to avoid memory
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overheads. Moreover, we want to limit the knowledge a world has of its neighbors to an extent where all
new information will be provided by current, known neighbors, rather than a centralized thread or an
arbitrary number of unknown other worlds.
The size with which local grids are created corresponds to the one necessary to contain their whole
cluster's points, plus a margin of one cell per direction that will allow them to know their direct neighbors.
Once local grids are created, it may be that some cells overlap because two objects from dierent clusters
have the same coordinates in cell space. Hence, we sort objects per cell coordinates and browse them to
determine for each cell which world owns the most objects. This world takes full ownership of the cell
and of its objects, and all other worlds are notied that it owns the cell at the given coordinates (they
can thus update their margin cell information if they are neighbor with this world).
Other steps are performed, using a clustering algorithm again, to assign each empty cell to a world
and to nish notifying ownership of every cell to every world.
Performance bottlenecks: Several operations are currently performed sequentially, with a linear
complexity in number of objects. Albeit one could argue that it is acceptable for an application to require
some time to start, we consider it is important for scalability that the simulation setup process is improved
in future work. For instance, it is common for physics or 3D engines to propose the serialization of data
that has to be precomputed before launching a simulation (e.g. a scene bounding volume hierarchy).
The same approach could be used to save optimal clusters for a given simulation and runtime system.

3.3

Load Balancing

As we previously explained, the simulation space is divided into several territories made of contiguous
cells. Each territory is simulated by a unique world, and the objects that it contains can transit from it
onto another territory. Load balancing is performed by the means of giving or stealing parts of territory,
in a similar fashion to broadly-known task stealing and giving mechanisms in task-parallel programming
models.
Many criteria can be used to determine which territory from which worlds must be given to which
neighbors (see Section 3.3.5). Coherence of the territories must also be taken into account so that no
world obtains a split or thin territory, but rather that all territories stay as compact as possible (e.g. by
minimizing their perimeter [ML04]). Even though it is planned that future versions of SODA CD make
use of a hierarchical grid, load balancing is always performed on a at uniform grid.
When using hierarchical grids, an ideal depth is computed and the associated grid used to reason on.
To choose the optimal grid, the retained criterion is that the size of one cell should be as close as possible
to a range between one and ve percent of the total average territory size, in order to allow ne-grained
load balancing.
3.3.1

Load Balancing Metrics

Load Metrics for Continuous Algorithms

The metrics used to evaluate the load of each core can be dened as a combination of several parameters,
when a continuous collision detection algorithm is used. We will rst dene values associated with each
world pi :
TOI

the next Time Of Impact that tells when to relaunch the detection algorithm

CDT

the time spent computing the next collision detection step to be used by the renderer

Several levels of load may be dened for each world, using a ratio of the time spent computing
compared to the one that is available.
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Underloaded

Normal load
High load

Overloaded

when the world spends more time idling than its neighbors (ie. the CDT
TOI ratio is
lower than the average by more than a given threshold)
occurs when the world's CDT
TOI ratio is close to the average
when the world's CDT
TOI ratio is below one but higher than the average by more than
a threshold
happens if the world cannot cope with the requirements of interactive simulation,
and has a CDT
TOI ratio above one.

One should note that the CDT metrics varies little over time,
and tends to increase as more objects are likely to be in collision. However, the TOI metrics may vary
a lot from frame to frame (consider the case where three objects far from one another move in the same
direction, two of them nally colliding, and one of the colliding objects bouncing on the trajectory of
the third as a result: the rst TOI will be very large, but the second one will be much smaller). Hence,
the CDT
TOI ratio may, when the density of a cell of territory varies greatly, increase extremely fast. This
means it is not safe for use as a sole way to predict future load, without any smoothing mechanism.
On The Variance of CDT and TOI

In any case, weighting the average load by a function of the density or average of load of its own
vicinity may contribute to both spread towards neighbors a newly emerging irregularity in a single world's
load, and to avoid the eect of some cells being sent back and forth between two worlds because of a
small disbalance between both worlds' load.
Likewise, the CDT of the previous frame can be compared to the new estimated TOI to have a rough
idea on whether the next CDT
TOI ratio may be over one (requiring the world to be immediately alleviated
from part of its workow), but the load should never be balanced in last second, in order to be able
to leave time for inter-process communication when relevant. From these observations, we can deduce
that strictly forbidding overload is not enough, and other parameters should be taken into account for
computing the load estimation of each world, such as:
is an indicator of the risk of undergoing collisions and of
having a much higher CDT in the near future



the density of the world's territory



the territory density of neighbor worlds



the advance of a world's local clock compared to others

(as a function that increases for each neighbor that
is denser than a given threshold) may be used to smooth future changes of load by anticipating
the arrival of more objects within the world's own territory
much they can aord to suer from higher computational costs)

(which is representative of how

Load Metrics for Discrete Algorithms

With discrete algorithms, the next time of impact between any objects in a world cannot be predicted,
which renders scheduling more dicult. Instead, a good indication of the actual work load is the ratio between the time spent detecting collisions for the time step to be directly rendered (Just-in-time
Detection Time, JDT) and the total processor time spent in the thread (Total Time Spent, TTS).
JDT is a metrics exclusively from the past, whereas the last computed TOI permits spotting cases
of emergency when it is obvious that without giving part of its territory, a world will not be able to
compute its next step in time. However, many physics engines do not provide continuous collision
detection algorithms, thus making it necessary to provide metrics for discrete algorithms as well.
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Figure 3.4: Simplied scheme showing the CDT of two worlds for their last few simulation steps and their
next estimated TOI. pj is overloaded in the second step, and highly loaded the rest of the while, while
pi is almost always underloaded. The areas in white are time that is free for anticipated computations.
3.3.2

Optimal Runtime

Implications of Interactions on Load Balancing
Collision detection algorithms have a complexity more than linear in number of objects to check. Consequently, taking territory (more precisely taking objects) from a world will decrease the runtime of its
next simulation step more than linearly.
We dene the optimal runtime as the one taken to end a simulation when the load is perfectly
balanced all along. It is by essence lower or equal than the average runtime of separate worlds (with
no consideration for the time spent in synchronizing, load balancing or in the rollback and propagate
algorithm). Figure 3.5 illustrates how an object moving from a zone to another would aect the simulation
time of a world pi in the absence of load balancing mechanisms. Each object crossing from a slower to
a faster world's territory costs the whole simulation to be slower, which justies setting up both load
balancing mechanisms (to avoid losing too big an advance) and an ecient rollback algorithm (to reduce
the cost of revalidating precomputed data).

Convergence Towards Optimal Runtime
Load balancing can thus be seen as the following process: whenever a world pi has T milliseconds of
advance, it should be given enough territory so that it computes V ms of simulation in the time it will
take for the slowest worlds to compute T + V ms. In other words, every world should try to have enough
work so that after some time, all worlds are exactly at the same time step (the one of the slowest of all,
called reference time step), but in a best eort mode rather than enforcing this property like on previous
models for parallel CD.
The reference time step will progress more quickly as the slowest worlds will be relieved from some of
their work load. One factor to take into account is the cost of territory cession, which must be evaluated.
Then, the amount of territory to give away could be expressed as a function of the amount of time
diverged from optimal runtime and of the territory cession overhead (CPU time spent computing load
balancing mechanisms and spent exchanging territory). The more important the divergence, the faster
the load must be rebalanced, unless it becomes costlier than slower load balancing (e.g. implementations
on message-passing based systems should take care about the time it takes to send object data between
two physics engines running in separate processes).
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Figure 3.5: (a) an object from pj moves to pi . (b) max time taken if optimal load balancing. (c) max
time taken if optimal load balancing after frontier crossing. (d) time taken without load balancing. pi
loses its advance on pj as an object crosses the frontier between both worlds, causing the average runtime
(which is for 2-body algorithms an upper bound on the optimal runtime) to increase. Here, Rollback
and Propagate is voluntarily ignored, and the slight changes in average runtime caused by one object
transiting are also not taken into account.
3.3.3

Monitoring Load and Taking Decisions

General Case Principle Current most elaborated parallel algorithms show heterogeneous performances depending on what is being simulated. If using one such algorithms on each world of our model,
we may then assume that some worlds may perform collision detection much slower than their neighbors
because they manage more complex objects. Thus, monitoring the current load of the system should be
done after each collision detection step.

Furthermore, in the adverse of one continuous-algorithm-enabled world knowingly being slower than
its estimate TOI by x milliseconds, it may even poll to check the global load of its neighbors, and see
if it can give up part of its territory before nishing the current step in order to speed it up (in which
situations such a strategy could be fruitful has yet to be determined).
For discrete worlds, x may be determined based on the wanted framerate of the application (more
precisely as a number of missed frames since the current step started). Using this approach, every world
should be able to determine when it is overloaded, and if its neighbors also are, and then take action as
described in Section 3.3.5.
There are two distinct situations with
regard to which a world pi may be underloaded: the overall worlds, or its direct neighbors. In the
former case, pi may indicate all of its neighbors that it wants to expand (and how much), which may in
turn asynchronously concede part of their territory provided that they themselves are not underloaded
according to the same metrics (in which case they will also expand towards their overloaded neighbors
and be able to satisfy pi 's request either immediately or some iterations later).
Detecting Underload and Anticipating Load Imbalance

The case where only direct neighbors are overloaded is simpler: pi has to immediately start expanding
towards these neighbors. The threshold at which neighbors are considered overloaded will dene how
early pi will try to anticipate poor balance in the system.
A lot of work can be done on determining how exactly it is best to expand, depending on the density
of population of the areas towards which pi expands, on the capacity of its neighbors to also expand if
they later are underloaded, etc. Besides, the pace at which expansion can be done is very dependant on
the architecture, and may range from instantaneous on shared-memory architectures without processorspecic cache (e.g. a multi-core CPU with a world being a core) to slower than collision detection itself
on message-passing systems made of several computers.
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Figure 3.6: (a) load is balanced in order to help pj catch up. (b) load is balanced so that worlds have
the same running time. Here, load is balanced twice, in order to reduce the cost of object insertions
and removals by reducing the advance of fastest worlds, and in order to make the reference time step
progress as fast as possible.
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Figure 3.7: Example of two underloaded worlds, pi and pj , asking for expansion (the percentage represents
the CDT
TOI ratio). If the threshold for considering a world underloaded is 20% below the average, then
only pi will be considered underloaded after this iteration.
3.3.4

Territory and Neighbors Representation

The territory of a world is a 3D grid made of cells, each of them containing
pointers to list of dynamic, static and border objects that exist inside it. The dynamic objects are those
actually being simulated, the static ones are the environment on which collisions can also occur, and
the border ones are used to detect border traversals but do not cause any physics response. Each cell is
associated with an owner id assumed to be always valid.
Territories and Cells

On simulation setup, we ensure that each world's 3D grid has a margin of one cell over the territory,
so that the world id of the owner of all cells surrounding one's territory is always known. Load balancing
algorithms are responsible for notifying the new owner id of every cell that changes property as a result
of load balancing.
Each cell will be associated with a computing cost, that can be dened in many ways. In preliminary
implementations, we will only consider the number of triangles within the cell as the computing cost, in
order to retain at least a little of the impact of the complexity of objects over collision detection runtime.
Other criteria for computing cost could be the distance to a number of closest objects (a higher number
of such neighbors already outside the territory of the cell owner increasing the computing cost), and also
the direction of objects within the cell (the more moving outwards, the higher the computing cost).
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Neighbors

Some information on neighbors is helpful in order to know which worlds should be given
territory. For instance:
 the list of cells from that neighbor that are adjacent to one's territory, that allows knowing what

can be given to maintain the neighbor's perimeter low

 the density and size of the surface of the neighbor, in order to give territory in priority to little

worlds, that face more risks of being underloaded since the objects they contain may eventually
leave their territory

 an approximation of the shape of neighbors' territory (or a function that tells how a neighbor's

perimeter varies given that it is oered a set of cells) would help in knowing whether some cells
are more protable to it than others, not only using the (poorer) information already accessible
via the list of adjacent cells

3.3.5

Territory Cession

The general approach to the cession of territory is that underloaded worlds may, if they wish, indicate that
they are looking for more work to their neighbors, and give information about themselves to support this
demand. Overloaded worlds may, either after a request or on their own initiative, give some territories
to any of their neighbors, with these being unable to refuse it unless they have a higher average load.
This compulsory aspect makes the algorithm more reactive in case of emergency load balancing from a
world that is knowledgedly unable to cope with interactive framerate constraints.
The general case algorithm for giving territory away will be split in three parts: rst, the world will
determine how much computing cost it wants to give. Then, it will decide a list of territory recipients,
each associated with a priority and amount of computing cost to give. Finally, for each candidate
recipient, the world will choose which cells best satisfy the amount of computing power and territory
shape requirements of both worlds. This last step is kept running until the global amount of computing
cost to give is reached.

Selection of Recipient Worlds
The following criteria could be combined in order to assign a priority to every potential recipient world.
The impact of their respective weight on the quality of load balancing is left for further research once a
full prototype is available.
 amount of neighbors the candidate has (the lesser the neighbors, the higher the priority since the

candidate has less opportunities to expand)

 smallest work load among candidates
 smallest territory surface
 a random value as a last resort to dierentiate between two worlds with similar characteristics

Locally Choosing Cells to be Given
The criteria to choose which cells must be given are as follow. They are used to determine the next cell
(or group of cells) to give until the amount of computing cost is reached. Some of these criteria may be
precomputed and updated rather than computed every time.
1. maximal number of foreign neighbors for the cell, as it means there are more chances this cell
causes us to synchronize
2. minimizing the perimeter of both involved worlds after giving the cell
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3. if no unique cell satises previous conditions by a certain threshold, consider pairs of cells
4. maximize the amount of computer cost given
5. consider proximity to scene border and give those closer in priority

Fighting Famine
Famine is a term used in mutual exclusion algorithms to describe the fact that one agent never accesses
a shared resource that it needs in order to be able to work. In SODA CD, we dene famine as the
phenomenon of not having large enough a territory for a world not to be underloaded, and of not having
any means of increasing one's territory.
Although a load balancing algorithm should never tolerate the settling of famine, it is better to have
emergency mechanisms to overcome it. To propose one, we build up on the solution presented by Miller
and Lunding [ML04] as a general means of load balancing. An underloaded world that cannot obtain any
territory from its direct neighbors can just bestow them all of its territory, and send a request to all worlds,
looking for one of those with the highest load average (the lookup can be based on P2P algorithms).
Once such a world has been identied, the underloaded one may takeover part of its territory, in order
both to decrease the load of this world and to escape from famine.
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Chapter 4

Implementation and Future
Experimentations
We describe our shared-memory implementation of the SODA CD framework in Section 4.1. As a rst
proof-of-concept, we target a twelve-core computer, since we have access to scalability values from several
other implementations for such a number of cores. This allows positioning of the implementation itself
in terms of raw performance. Besides that, we also want to evaluate the scalability and robustness
properties of SODA CD. However, the short duration of the internship did not allow us to develop a
complete implementation. Hence, we will describe in Section 4.2 the properties that we want to evaluate
and the protocol that we will follow, but we are unable to presently provide the results of a performance
evaluation.
4.1

Implementation Status

Our current implementation of SODA CD is designed for shared-memory commodity computers with high
numbers of CPUs, as these systems were available for experimentations in our virtual reality center. We
decided to use the Ogre 3D engine for rendering, and the Bullet physics engine for world implementations,
as they were readily available, and as we wanted to have the possibility to modify the codebase of the
engines we used.
Nevertheless, this choice of engines wasn't without consequences on our implementation. For instance,

Ogre 3D is not implemented in a thread-safe way, which slowed down the development process and forced

us to postpone parallelization of the position and rotation update of 3D engine object representations
in the rendering loop. This limited the number of simultaneous objects to a few tens of thousands in
preliminary experiments, even when physics engines were obviously underused and when more physical
threads were available for object position updating.
Likewise, Bullet 's continuous collision detection algorithms are not mature enough for simple use.
Consequently, we use only discrete collision detection, which as previously discuted impacts the memory size requirements of circular transform buers. We will investigate various optimizations in future
versions of the implementation, such as discretization of object transforms and speeds for lighter storage
cost, to match the constraints imposed by the type of algorithms available in Bullet.
Our shared-memory implementation runs on a single system. This limits the scale of simulations
that we can run since a single system has typically less memory available than clusters, but it seemed
important to have proper implementations of the framework on an architecture with low communication
time between worlds. Once this step will be reached, we can assess how much bandwidth is needed to
synchronize worlds running on dierent systems fast enough to retain interactive performance.
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4.1.1

Uniform Grid Broad Phase

SODA CD's synchronization algorithm dierentiates between border collisions and normal inter-object
collisions. Hence, we wanted the broad phase to return, additionally to a list of possibly colliding pairs
of objects, a list of potential border collisions, in order not to have to browse all pairs of colliding objects
to identify them.
Besides, cell borders are more easily implemented as one static object per cell face, for each cell that
is adjacent to a foreign territory. We only need to check against face neighbors (in opposition to corner
neighbors). Indeed, it is not possible for an object to overlap a cell located at its home cell's corner
without also overlapping those on the sides of its home cells, as a consequence of the rectangle shape of
cells. When a world is notied that a foreign object collides with one of its borders, it can test on its
own whether it also collides with face-neighbors of the cell where it landed, by transitivity. Either way,
cell borders are static objects that never collide with each other. Two families of broad phase algorithms
are particularly adapted to such a setup: spatial subdivisions, and BVTT traversal with a single tree for
static objects.
Since we already use and maintain a spatial subdivision uniform grid for territory management, we
decided to also use it in our broad phase implementation. Considering the minimal cell size constraint
that we set, we also know that only directly adjacent (face and corner) cells need to be considered for
collision checks against a given cell's object. By browsing our 3D array in topological order in our broad
phase, we limit the number of tests even further. Objects from one cell are checked against objects from
the same cell, and from cells whose coordinates are ranked higher in our dened topological order (see
Figure 4.1).

d
c
b
a

Figure 4.1: 2D example of our uniform grid broad-phase algorithm. (a) cells that have already been
checked against. (b) cell currently being checked. (c) cells whose objects will be checked against b's.
(d) cells not checked yet.
4.1.2

Thread Scheduling

Although inter-process communication is not yet nalized in SODA CD, the ability to perform thread
placement on a shared-memory, fully thread-based implementation was of crucial importance to us.
Indeed, the interactive framerate constraint lead us to choose the lightest IPC solution available: threads
sharing a process address space.
However, a multiple core system is typically shared between many applications (especially since
virtual reality applications massively rely on I/O with various devices, often requiring a user space to be
setup to run, such as graphics or haptic devices). Hence, there is no guarantee that several worlds will
run on dierent physical threads in practice. We postulate that this may hinder the predictability of
available runtime for each world, and would rather make sure that there are as many worlds as physical
threads and that each world is always assigned the same physical thread.
For instance, consider a twelve-core system, with a parallel-rendering enabled 3D engine that makes
use of three threads. A random scheduling strategy would imply that any of the twelve worlds can be
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scheduled on the same core as a rendering thread, and so any of them could suer a thread context switch
because of this scheduling strategy. This may hinder the regularity of the CPU time available for each
core, in contrast with a scheduling strategy where exactly the same three worlds would be systematically
penalized by context switches. Even though unintuitive, such a strategy guarantees that worlds have a
more stable amount of CPU time. Hence, load balancing algorithms will not have to rebalance territories
because of scheduling issues, but only as a result of actual changes in the distribution of collision events.

Consequently, we make use of a lightweight thread library called Marcel [TNW07]. Its scheduler
BubbleSched allows the denition of bubbles of threads that are then scheduled instead of the threads
themselves. Using this, we hope to be able to tie all CPU-intensive computations not related to physics
engines to a xed set of worlds (that will thus manage smaller territories). Among the experiments to
run, we want to evaluate the eciency of such a mechanism.
4.2

Future Experimentations

In this Section, we do not present results of performance evaluation as the implementation of SODA CD
is still ongoing at the time of submitting this thesis. We will however describe the performance metrics
that we want to setup in addition to the feature tests that we presented as necessary in the previous
sections.
Many benchmark simulations exist for testing the performance of
collision detection frameworks, even though no review describe what production use case each of these
simulations are designed to match. Besides, each simulation can be run with dierent model qualities
that will strongly impact performance. Hence, comparison with another algorithm is possible only when
the simulated data exhibits the same properties (topology, number of polygons, density, regularity of
distribution, etc.). The sample simulation that we use during development is simply a simulation of
randomly placed cubes falling on the ground.
Input benchmark simulations

Scalability is traditionally dened as the runtime or throughput performance improvement of an application compared to its performance using a sequential processor. We
are interested in comparing our results to those presented by Avril [Avr11] in his thesis as his code base
is available to us for comparison, and to the results presented by Hermann et al. [HRF09] since they
include speedup results for twelve-core computers.
Measurement of scalability

In order to evaluate scalability, we can retain for each time step the runtime of the slowest world.
The average of these worst runtimes can then be compared with the runtime of a sequential collision
detection algorithm. This scalability measurement will be comparable to the one of precited papers.
The raw performance of our framework can be evaluated by assessing how many
cubes it can simulate before degrading the rendering framerate below twenty-four frames per second
(a sane minimum for interaction with users). However, this measurement is only useful as a means of
comparing how SODA CD behaves when a feature is enabled or not. Even so, we will see that certain
other metrics are sometimes more adapted.
Raw performance

One desired property of SODA CD is robustness, and it is
this property that lead to the choice of anticipated computations. Hence, we want to evaluate whether
the gains from anticipative computing are real, focusing on two aspects: whether they help in making
clever use of processor idle time in cases of work load unbalance, and whether they help in absorbing
and making less noticeable to users the performance loss that occurs during a computational peak.
Resistance to computational peaks

The former objective will be reached by evaluating whether worlds ahead of others do not reach the
maximal capacity of their circular transform buer before balancing load better and how many of their
anticipated computations are later invalidated.
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For evaluating the quality of the property respectively to the second objective, we need to associate
peaks with a quantied cost. The cost of a peak can simply be dened as the number of collisions that
occur during the peak compared to the average number of collisions before the peak. Then, we can
verify experimentally how the circular transform buer size is correlated to the robustness of SODA
when facing peaks. For instance, what is the cache size that allows keeping 2 seconds of advance in
simulations with a 4-fold cost computational peak. It might even be possible to express the correlation
between the duration and cost of the peak (in simulations where it is known) and the necessary buer
size to resist them without users noticing anything.

Synchronization Moreover, evaluating the time a world spent synchronizing may give useful information about how to make use of it. Likewise, the percentage of objects in a simulation that cause
worlds to synchronize can give indications on the minimal bandwidth required between two worlds on
message-passing implementations. Another important thing to evaluate is the eciency of the Rollback
and Propagate algorithm. This can be performed by computing the time ratio spent in the rollback algorithm and by computing the time saved by anticipated computations and Rollback and Propagate (time
it would have taken to compute collisions just in time minus time spent in the rollback algorithm). Another approach would be to evaluate the percentage of a territory in which collision checks are necessary
when calling the Rollback and Propagate algorithm, the lower being the better.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
In this master's thesis, we have presented SODA CD, a novel collision detection model, that is built
around hypotheses formulated after an analysis of the weaknesses of existing state-of-the-art parallel
collision detection algorithms. This model is designed to be particularly scalable on multi-cpu systems,
and to be anticipative as a means to eliminate processor idling phenomena.
We showed how to distribute collision detection and response among several independant physics
engines with loose synchronization mechanisms that do not require constant clock synchronization between all engines, how to anticipate computations in a given engine when it has run out of work, and
how to intelligently roll back anticipated computations when they are invalidated as a consequence of
synchronization.
We have proved that it was possible to initialize a virtual reality simulation by partitioning it onto
dierent physics engines. Then, we have also showed that there exists a strong potential for load balancing
in our model.
We have then drawn an overview of the status of our implementation of the SODA CD model, and
described the performance metrics that we expected to be useful in validating the hypotheses on which
SODA CD has been built.
Possible future work include a better formalization of the load balancing mechanisms and of the
impact and design consequences of the running system's and implementation technologies' properties
on SODA CD (such as message-passing vs. shared-memory architectures or discrete vs. continuous
algorithms), the completion of an implementation and performance comparison with existing algorithms
for large-scale simulations.
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